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Abstract

We report on a high resolution neutron study of the dynamical response of bis (4-chlorophenyl) sulfon near its

displacive structural phase transition. On the basis of previous estimations of the soft mode characteristics [1], we show

that for this molecular compound the narrow central peak arising at the transition can be partially energy resolved. The

central line can be described as composed of, at least, two contributions with different energy scales: a weak relaxation

in the 10 GHz frequency range and a main component, elastic within the neutron energy window. These results are

analyzed in the light of existing microscopic models.

� 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The appearance of central peaks (CPs) near

second order displacive structural phase transi-

tions (SPTs) has been thoroughly studied both
experimentally and theoretically since the seventies
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[2–4]. The denomination ‘‘central peak’’ refers to

an anomalous diverging intensity at zero energy

appearing in the soft mode spectra as the crystal

temperature is lowered toward the SPT tempera-

ture. Despite a great deal of effort, no universally
accepted picture emerges concerning the origin of

the CPs. Up to now, the central line has been al-

ways found to correspond to a timescale slower

than that of the experimental technique considered

(in coherent neutron scattering, but also in light

scattering) so that no experimental proof of its

dynamical nature has been reported.
ights reserved.

mail to: ollivier@ill.fr
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One can summarize the main features of the

CPs observed near displacive SPTs [4]: (i) at the

phase transition one observes both a soft mode

and a resolution limited CP; (ii) the CP intensity

increases as the soft mode frequency decreases on

approaching the transition temperature from
above; (iii) the apparent soft mode frequency does

not vanish at the transition temperature; (iv) both

the inelastic soft mode and the CP contribute to

the critical scattering above the transition; (v) the

CP intensity is enhanced by the presence of de-

fects, although not in a trivial manner [5]; (vi) the

divergence of the CP and the saturation of the soft

mode frequency appear as two different aspects of
the same physical mechanism.

The distinction between order–disorder and

displacive SPTs has here to be stressed. In order–

disorder SPTs there are intrinsically two time-

scales. One associated to the motion within one of

the potential energy minima while the other is as-

sociated with hopping between the two minima. In

this case the two timescales are different but could
be close to each other depending on the height of

the barrier separating the two wells. The resulting

slow (dynamical) relaxation has sometime also

been called a ‘‘central peak’’. The case is different

in displacive SPTs where the Landau theory pre-

dicts a double well-shaped potential only in the

low temperature phase, whereas the CP is ob-

served well above the transition.
Strontium titanate (SrTiO3) is one of the most

studied compounds exemplifying this general de-

scription [4]. Indeed, in this compound, a dynam-

ical central peak has been hunted for without

success near the antiferroelectric 1
2
ð111Þ reciprocal

lattice point. The upper limit of the CP energy

width has been estimated to be smaller than 0.08

leV [6]. In addition, point (iii) is convincingly
proved experimentally for this compound [7] for

which the soft mode frequency saturation is found

to be 0.55 meV.

A sub-class of SPTs are the incommensurate

SPTs where, unlike in the strontium titanate fam-

ily, a mode softens at a general point in the Brill-

ouin zone. In that case the translational invariance

of the potential energy seen by the condensed soft
mode gives rise to an acoustic-like ‘‘Goldstone’’

mode (in addition to the normal low temperature
soft mode) called the phason [8]: a free sliding of

the phase of the condensed atomic modulation.

This unconventional dynamics is expected to be

quite sensitive to lattice perturbations such as, e.g.,

the ones responsible for the occurrence of the CP.

Potassium selenate is an example of incommen-
surate displacive SPT where a frequency gap has

been found in the soft mode energy at TI (normal

to incommensurate SPT temperature) together

with the occurrence of a CP, although the latter is

observed only a few K above TI [9–11].
A molecular compound undergoing also a

normal to incommensurate displacive SPT,

namely, the bis (4-chlorophenyl) sulfon (BCPS),
has shown both a saturation of its soft mode fre-

quency and an intense CP [1]. However, the dy-

namical or static nature of the CP was not

established in the previous studies. The same

compound has been re-investigated by (coherent)

inelastic neutron scattering over an extended en-

ergy range (several decades) using three types of

neutron scattering techniques: triple-axis, time-of-
flight (TOF) and spin-echo spectrometers.

In this paper, we present the results of this

combined study, from which we draw a rather

different soft mode-central peak picture than in-

ferred from previous measurements [1].
2. Experimental

The experiments reported here have been per-

formed on three different spectrometers covering

a wide energy and resolution range. The initial

measurements have been obtained on the NEAT

(V3) TOF spectrometer at the BER-II reactor

of the Hahn–Meitner Institut (HMI) in Berlin

(Germany), benefiting from the combined high
momentum and high energy resolution afforded

by the multi-detector chamber (MD). The MD

chamber is an optional feature of the NEAT TOF

spectrometer based on a ‘‘small angle neutron

scattering-like’’ cylindrical chamber which can

be positioned over the entire scattering angular

range covered by the single detectors bank:

0� < / < 120�. The chamber houses a two-di-
mensional position-sensitive 3He detector (1 m2

matrix of 64� 64 detectors with time analysis)
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which can be positioned at a distance between 4.00

and 7.30 m from the sample. This allows to tune

the spectrometer resolution in both momentum

and energy. The monochromatization of the in-

coming beam is achieved by a 7-chopper device

(see [14,15] and references therein). Setting the MD
to 7.30 m, the incident wavelength to 6.80 �AA (MD

at / ¼ 120�) and the chopper speed to 20 000 rpm,

the energy resolution (FWHM) is 13.6 leV (3.3

GHz), as measured on a vanadium sample, with a
Fig. 1. Image of the MD showing the time-of-flight (equivalent to e

transition (TI ¼ 150 K), close to and above the transition temperatur

The (horizontal) scattering plane is (a*, b*) while the plane of the MD

respectively, horizontal and vertical (out of scattering plane) on the fig

in the energy analysis. The displacement of the spot on the detector i
momentum resolution better than 0:002 �AA
�1

for

each detector cell. The low statistics on each MD

cell (15� 15 mm2) compels us to perform the TOF

analysis with group of 9� 13 cells (117 out of a

total of 4096) around the satellite peak position

(see Fig. 1). With a distance of 7.30 m from the
sample, this leads to an effective momentum res-

olution of 0:02 �AA
�1

(0:03 �AA
�1
) in (normal to) the

scattering plane. Because of the required chopper

speed and low incident neutron velocity, frame
nergy) integrated intensity of the BCPS spectra far below the

e when the Bragg satellite decays into critical diffuse scattering.

almost coincides with the (b*, c*) plane. The b* and c* axes are,

ure. The dashed rectangle shows the summed detector area used

s due to the change in lattice parameters during heating.
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overlaps were allowed in order to increase statis-

tics, after having checked that the contribution

from the previous an consecutive pulses was

spread only in a flat background, over the useful

energy range.

The second set of experiments has been made
on the triple-axis spectrometer (TAS) 4F1 at the

Orph�eee reactor of the Laboratoire L�eeon Brillouin

(LLB) in Saclay (France). With an incident

wavelength of 6.16 �AA (kI ¼ 1:02 �AA
�1
) and natural

collimations, the measured energy resolution

(FWHM) was 6.8 GHz (28 leV) on the incoherent

V-line for a momentum resolution of about

0:01 �AA
�1

in the scattering plane.
Going further toward low energies, a final set of

measurements has been carried out using the

neutron spin-echo (NSE) technique. It has been

performed on the Neutron Resonant Spin Echo

(NRSE) MUSES installed on the G1bis cold guide

at LLB, Saclay1. For the chosen wavelength

(kI ¼ 6:0 �AA) the spin-echo time window ranged

from 6:0� 10�12 s (corresponding to 100 leV in
energy transfer) to 3:5� 10�9 s (0.2 leV). To op-

timize the Q-resolution, the spectrometer was set

to the highest possible scattering angle (/ ¼ 98:7�)
and largest possible neutron wavelength allowing

to reach the relevant satellite position (Qð4;0:78;0Þ ¼
1:59 �AA

�1
). For spin-echo times smaller than

125� 10�12 s spectra have been recorded using the

NSE option of MUSES and above this value, us-
ing the NRSE option. A measurement on a stan-

dard elastic scatterer (quartz) has been used to

determine the resolution. The BCPS satellite po-

sition used in the measurements is far from any

allowed Bragg reflection, thus eliminating the

possibility of elastic scattering contamination

arising from the inherent low-Q resolution of the

NSE technique.
The sample used for the NEAT and spin-echo

experiments was a 1:5 cm3 fully-deuterated single

crystal with a measured mosaicity of about 1.5

degrees. This mosaicity value is considerable, but

the measurements near TI have been successfully

repeated on a smaller (10� 5� 3 mm3) crystal
1 More informations on the URL: http://www-llb.cea.fr/

spectros/g1bis/g1bis.html
with a narrower mosaicity (less than 0.5 degree),

ruling out possible artifacts due to sample quality

in our results. The smaller sample has been used

for the triple-axis experiments. For the NSE ex-

periment, where Q-resolution is inherently poor,

the larger crystal was used. For all the experi-
ments described below, the samples were oriented

with (a*, b*) as the scattering plane. This plane

contains the (4, 0.78, 0) satellite reflection, known

from previous work [13] to be the most intense

one.
3. Results

BCPS, ðClC6D4Þ2SO2, is a molecular com-

pound crystallizing in the monoclinic I2=a struc-

ture in the normal high temperature phase [16],
which undergoes a second order displacive in-

commensurate (IC) SPT at TI ¼ 150 K [12]. The

IC phase is known to persist down to the lowest

temperatures. X-ray [17] and neutron [13] dif-

fraction have shown that the wave vector of the

incommensurate modulation, qs � 0:78b* varies

smoothly with temperature in the whole IC

phase. One may note also that this IC wave
vector remains always far from a high symmetry

point of the Brillouin zone and that the misfit

parameter qs/b* is far from a simple rational

‘‘locking’’ value (i.e., a rational number of low

order). Another interesting feature of this com-

pound is the rather low damping of its excita-

tions, including the critical modes (soft mode in

the high temperature phase, phason and ampli-
tudon in the low temperature phase), for a mo-

lecular compound. Therefore, it has been possible

in a previous set of TAS experiments to observe a

clear saturation of the soft mode frequency at the

transition together with the growth of a resolu-

tion limited central component [1].

The resolution available in these TAS experi-

ments allowed us to interpret the observed scat-
tering as due to an overdamped DHO-type soft

mode together with a resolution limited central

component. In the following section we report on

a set of experiments performed under optimized

resolution conditions and aimed specifically at re-

solving the CP energy scale.

http://www-llb.cea.fr/spectros/g1bis/g1bis.html
http://www-llb.cea.fr/spectros/g1bis/g1bis.html
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3.1. Time-of-flight and triple-axis experiments

The first set of experiments was made on the

NEAT TOF spectrometer because of the possi-

bility of improving the energy resolution when
compared to a TAS spectrometer. Fig. 1 shows the

TOF-integrated intensity pattern in the MD at

several temperatures. Under the chosen experi-

mental conditions, the plane of the MD coincides

approximately with the (b*, c*) plane, i.e., the

horizontal axis of the MD is only 7.5� away from

the b* axis direction and the c* axis is roughly

vertical: the monoclinic I2=a unit cell of BCPS is
almost orthorhombic with the reciprocal lattice

angle b� ¼ ða�; c�Þ ¼ 89:5�. Below the transition

(TI ¼ 150 K) one can see the Gaussian shape of the

satellite Bragg reflection whose dimensions in

the plane are determined by the crystal mosaicity,

the geometry of the sample and the approximately-

isotropic beam divergence. Above TI the intensity

is spread into a Lorentzian-shaped pretransitional
Fig. 2. Spectrum obtained in the TOF experiment at the satellite Qs

and transformation of the time-of-flight spectrum. The hatched area s

convoluted with the (Gaussian) resolution. The soft mode lineshape h

zooms on the wings of the central line, enhancing the additional qua
critical scattering. A cut through the peak maxi-

mum along b* gives linewidths in agreement with

previous TAS results [15,18]. Above TI this critical
scattering is mainly due to the soft mode and CP

responses, as all the other higher energy phonons

contribute to the background in addition to the
isotropic incoherent scattering.

The energy analysis of the spectra has been

made over a limited Q-region centered on the

maximum of the scattering (dashed rectangle in

Fig. 1). The scattering functions Sð/;xÞ, where /
is the scattering angle have been extracted from the

raw TOF data in a standard way: after removing

the empty can contribution and correcting for
detector efficiency, the spectra have been trans-

formed to the energy scale using a vanadium

standard to set the origin of the energy scale and

normalized by the integral intensity of the same

vanadium. Data have not been put on constant-Q

scale (Q ¼ kQk) because it is not meaningful to do

so for a single-crystal sample where one needs the
position in the reciprocal space for T ¼ 151 K after corrections

hows the sum of the soft mode contribution and an elastic line

as been calculated using the known parameters [1,18]. The inset

si-elastic term.
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complete trajectories in the tridimensional re-

ciprocal space of each constant scattering angle

spectrum (constant-/) in order to compute the soft

phonon spectrum. Fig. 2 shows the spectra for

151 K. As a baseline we draw the soft mode con-

tribution (hatched area under the dashed line)
calculated using the known soft mode parameters

[1,18] and a Gaussian resolution function. It re-

veals a contribution, of relaxational type at a first

glance on this scale, broader (	10 GHz/40 leV)
than the resolution (13.6 leV).

From this observation alone, it is, nevertheless,

difficult to decide whether the quasielastic com-

ponent is due to a narrow ‘‘Lorentzian’’ broad-
ening of the main peak, is part of the soft mode

response, or corresponds to an additional small

quasielastic contribution superimposed on a large

‘‘elastic’’ peak and growing at the same rate when

approaching TI.
Note that no difference in energy width has

been detected between the vanadium elastic inco-

herent line and the satellite Bragg reflection at low
Fig. 3. Comparison of two spectra taken at the same position in the

resolutions. (s) and (r) experimental data points for the low and hig

plus elastic CP after convolution with the low (high) Gaussian resolu

scale. Note that the energy sign convention for the TAS data is opposi

part of the high resolution spectrum above could not be measured du
temperature in the TOF experiments. Within the

chosen experimental setting this was due to the

superimposition of the cut and the projection of

the resolution ellipsoid. This rules out any possi-

bility of an artificial broadening of the CP due to a

resolution effect associated with the finite and
temperature-dependent momentum space width of

the critical scattering close to TI. This effect is

known to give rise to an apparent ‘‘temperature-

dependent’’ energy resolution in diffuse scattering

TAS measurements (see e.g. [19]).

Because of the fact that the TOF data corre-

spond to constant-scattering-angle / spectra in-

stead of constant-momentum-transfer spectra
(which are easier to interpret, particularly in case

of single crystal samples), the experiment was re-

peated on the 4F1 TAS at the Laboratoire L�eeon
Brillouin. In spite of the extreme spectrometer

setting adopted in this experiment, the TAS energy

resolution was not as good as on NEAT (28 leV
instead of 13.6 leV). In Fig. 3 the same spectrum

(i.e., same reciprocal space location and same
reciprocal space and at the same temperature for two different

h resolutions, respectively; full line (dashed line): fit by a DHO

tion function. The inset shows the same data on a logarithmic

te to that shown in Fig. 2 for the TOF data. The positive energy

e to mechanical constraints.
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temperature) is shown for two different instru-

mental configurations: the standard settings used

throughout the previous TAS experiments (energy

resolution 87 leV/21 GHz) and the present settings

(28 leV/6.8 GHz, 	3 times narrower). The two

spectra have been normalized to yield the same
soft mode intensity. The figure gives striking evi-

dence of a more complex structure in the high

resolution spectrum and reveals the presence of an

additional quasielastic feature which was not ac-

cessible during previous experiments.

The same ambiguity exists however concerning

the interpretation of the above TAS data as in the

TOF case: the new quasielastic feature can either
be interpreted as a separate dynamical component

or as resulting from the dynamical broadening of

the main CP line. Indeed a rather good fit to the

high resolution data can be obtained by convolv-

ing a narrow Lorentzian CP line with the Gaussian

resolution function.

At this stage neutron results are thus consis-

tent with the hypothesis of a dynamical central
peak. Phenomenological models based on this

hypothesis have been developed earlier in the

context of the SPT in strontium titanate [7,22,23],

where the soft vibrational degree of freedom is

assumed to couple linearly to a relaxation of

unspecified nature. This simple phenomenological

model explains both the saturation of the soft

mode frequency and the diverging growth of
the CP. The resulting coupled susceptibility

reads [7]:

v�1 Qs;xð Þ 	 x2
1ðQs; T Þ � x2 � ixCðT Þ � cd2

c � ix
;

ð1Þ
where Qs is the incommensurate wave vector (at

the minimum of the soft branch dispersion), x1
the quasi-harmonic soft mode frequency and C its

damping coefficient due to ordinary anharmonic

processes. c is the inverse relaxation time of the
relaxing variable and d the coupling constant be-

tween the order parameter and the relaxing mode.

One can get the scattering function at Qs through

the fluctuation-dissipation theorem:

SðQs;xÞ ¼ ðnðxÞ þ 1Þ
p

v00ðQs;xÞ; ð2Þ
where v00 is the imaginary part of the susceptibility

(Eq. (1)) and nðxÞ the Bose factor. Because of the

observed shape of the spectra close to the transi-

tion temperature, which clearly shows a quasi-

elastic broadening at the basis of the CP, a further

splitting of the scattering function into two terms

as in [7] is not a priori allowed here and one must
fit the data directly to the full expression as derived

from Eqs. (1) and (2).
The results of such a fit are presented in Figs. 4

and 5 for the TOF and TAS data, respectively. For

both experiments the soft modes parameters, i.e.,

the quasi-harmonic soft mode frequency x1, the

damping C and the dispersion coefficientsDi, where

x2
1ðQ; T Þ ¼ x2

1ðQs; T Þ þ
P3

i DiðQi � QisÞ2, i ¼ x;
y; z (needed to compute the TOF constant-/ spec-

tra) were kept fixed at the values known from pre-

vious TAS experiments [1,18]. The only free

parameters were thus the coupling parameter d, the
inverse relaxation time related to the CP width

c ¼ 1=s and a global scaling factor which depends

only on instrumental parameters. As can be seen in

Figs. 4 and 5 this simple model describes rather well
the data. The resulting values for the coupling pa-

rameter d are in agreement with those extracted

from the soft mode and CP integrated intensities

when the CP lineshape is unresolved (according to

[7], one has d � x1=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð1þ ISM=ICPÞ

p
, where ISM and

ICP are the energy integrated intensities of the soft

mode and CP, respectively). The inverse relaxation

time c is, according to the above fits, in theleV/GHz
range. Separating the two contributions into a

damped harmonic oscillator and a Lorentzian cen-

tral component is possible, provided that C  d2=c
and x1 � c [7]. These conditions are clearly

fulfilled in our case. This leads to an apparent

width c0 � ð1� d2=x2
1Þc, which means, e.g., c0 �

0:27c ¼ 0:4 GHz at T ¼ TI þ 1 K. This value falls

typically in the energy range accessible by spin-echo
technique.

3.2. Spin-echo measurements

To establish the validity of the model, and

hence the dynamical nature of the CP, a spin-echo

investigation of the CP was undertaken. This latter

experiment was performed on the MUSES spin-

echo spectrometer (LLB, Saclay) under the



Fig. 5. Fit of the spectra for four temperatures from the TAS experiment according to the discussed phenomenological model (full

lines): (left) a logarithmic vertical scale is used to enhance the low intensity part of the response with respect to the central part (spectra

have been vertically shifted for clarity); (right) same spectra plotted on a linear scale; the inset shows the best fit parameter values (d)

compared to those extracted from the energy integrated soft mode and CP intensities (s) from [1].

Fig. 4. Fit of the TOF spectra with the phenomenological model of [7]. Fit parameter values are the same as for the TAS fits. Spectra

are shifted vertically for clarity (TI ¼ 150 K). The hatched area shows the Gaussian resolution.
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experimental conditions described in Section 3.

The effective NSE time range covered with this set

up (6.0 ps to 3.5 ns) almost bridges the gap be-

tween the neutron TAS/TOF and the resonance
techniques. The short time limit is, however, not

short enough to cover the soft phonon part of the

critical scattering. Indeed, the requirement for high

momentum resolution, which implies using long
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neutron wavelengths, also shifts the accessible

NSE time window toward longer times (sNSE 	 k3).

The spectra have been recorded for several

temperatures below and above the transition

temperature.

The quality of the polarization indicates that the
measured signals are essentially coherent. More-

over, the relative coherent-to-incoherent scattering

ratio as measured on the triple-axis, allows one to

estimate the polarization at 98% at T ¼ TI þ 1 K

and 88% at T ¼ TI þ 10 K. This ensures that the

normalized intermediate scattering functions

(NISFs), proportional to the measured polariza-

tion, is dominated by the contribution from the
critical fluctuations.

In Fig. 6 some of the NISFs extracted from the

MUSES experiment are presented. While in the

low temperature phase one sees, as expected, a

time-independent elastic coherent scattering com-

ing from the static low temperature satellite Bragg

reflection, above TI no clear indication of a dy-

namical CP is observed. The temperature decrease
of the intensity of the NISFs reflects the decay of
Fig. 6. Normalized intermediate scattering function (NISF) for BC
the CP intensity (see below), but the time decay of

the observed signal over the probed sNSE range is

very weak. The error bars reflect only the statisti-

cal uncertainties in the measurements but system-

atic errors during the data analysis are not

explicitly taken into account. Roughly speaking,
the true uncertainties are of the order of �7:6% for

T ¼ TI þ 1:5 K and �14% for T ¼ TI þ 9:5 K.
4. Discussion

This result excludes the possibility of having a

dynamical response of the CP in the GHz/leV
range as this would have lead to an observable

time decay of the NSE signal over the accessible

time window. Fig. 7 presents the expected NISFs

as calculated from the phenomenological model

parameter values extracted from the TOF and

TAS data fits. The spin-echo Fourier times of the

experiment fall in the 6.0–3500 ps range and

clearly the expected decay of the NISFs corre-
sponding to a dynamical CP in the sense of the
PS for selected temperatures below and above the transition.



Fig. 7. Normalized intermediate scattering functions computed from the inverse Fourier transform of the scattering functions fitted

to the TAS and TOF data (Figs. 4 and 5). The lower left inset shows the apparent CP width values (c0 � ð1� d2=x2
1Þc) used to

calculate the normalized IðQ; tÞ curves shown in the main figure. For a comparison the spin-echo data are shown for two temperatures

close to the measured one on TAS: (�) at TI þ 1:5 K and (�) at TI þ 9:5 K.
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model in Eq. (1) (see curves in Fig. 7) is not

consistent with the experimental results shown in

this figure.

Hence, the above phenomenological model does
not describe the physics of the CP in BCPS. In-

stead, the NSE together with the TOF and TAS

results suggest the splitting of the low energy

response into two separated components with

completely different energy scales: one within the

neutron energy window and the other one far be-

low (i.e. ‘‘static’’). It is interesting to note, that NSE

does not directly see the small quasi-elastic com-
ponent, but proves that the CP is mostly elastic (in

our experimental time window), which in turn

proves that the small quasi-elastic component seen

with TOF and TAS is indeed a separate one and

not due to a small overall broadening of the CP.

Consequently, we have attempted to reinterpret

the TAS and TOF data in terms of a three-com-

ponent model: a DHO accounting for the soft
mode with its parameters fixed as above, a

Gaussian accounting for the elastic central part

and a third intermediate component. In the ab-
sence of a theoretical prediction concerning the

nature of this new component, we have considered

two alternate possibilities: a pure relaxation

(model I) or an overdamped oscillator (model II).
Both models after convolution with the resolution

function can be fitted to the TAS and TOF data.

The two models are compared to the NSE data in

Fig. 8. Model I (dashed lines) uses a single Lo-

rentzian with a temperature-independent HWHM

of 10 GHz/40 leV; note, that the temperature

range of this investigation is small and did not

allowed us to determine the temperature depen-
dence of the quasi-elastic width with certainty.

Soft mode parameters, Lorentzian width and the

integrated intensities of the three components have

been used to reconstruct the corresponding NISF

in the time domain. Model II replaces the Lo-

rentzian by a second DHO describing, e.g., a local

soft mode (see below). The fits to the TAS and

TOF data yield for the second DHO parameters:
X2 ¼ 14:2 GHz=58:7 leV for the quasiharmonic

frequency and C2 ¼ 21:5 GHz=89 leV for the

damping coefficient.



Fig. 8. NSE results as compared with two three-components models. Model (I), dashed lines, is a DHO describing the soft mode, a

Lorentzian for the intermediate dynamics and a constant (inverse Fourier transform of a delta function) for the elastic part. The

Lorentzian width has been kept fixed to the mean value 1=s ¼ 10 GHz (� 40 leV) whatever the temperature. Model (II), full lines,

replaces the Lorentzian by an other DHO. Second DHO frequency is X2 ¼ 14:2 GHz (58.7 leV) and its damping is C2 ¼ 21:5 GHz (89

leV) for all temperatures.
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The interpretation of the calculated NISFs (Fig.

8) is as follows: the short times are described by the

sum of the three components, the intermediate
times are described by the relaxation in model I

(second DHO in model II) plus the plateau de-

scribing the static CP, and the long times are only

described by the static CP. In Fig. 8, without any

further refinement, the calculated level of the pla-

teau falls perfectly in line with the data points at

each temperature. As the TAS and NSE experi-

ments have been made on two different samples
(see Section 2) it rules out a difference of behavior

between samples with slightly different character-

istics. Moreover, it rules out, at the same time, a

significant depolarization of the beam due to in-

coherent scattering.

At intermediate and short times, model II seems

to be much closer to the data due both to the shape

of the second DHO and the interplay between the
strength of the soft mode and second oscillator.

Nevertheless, these data alone are not sufficiently

precise to point the direction in which the model
should be improved. From an experimental point

of view, it would be possible to improve again the

energy resolution as compared to the TOF and
TAS experiments by a factor 	2 to 	10 by using

the back-scattering technique but with the draw-

back that most of the soft mode response will lie

outside of the energy window.

Independently of which model applies best, the

most noticeable conclusion of this work has been

to evidence on the one hand the static nature of

almost the entire CP, and to prove on the other
hand the existence of a small dynamic (quasi-

elastic) component. The microscopic models in

closest agreement with this picture are the defect-

and/or impurity-based models.

The most striking feature of the ‘‘hopping de-

fects’’ model [20] is that it reduces to the phe-

nomenological model for the scattering function

SðQ;xÞ giving thus a perfect description of our
TOF and TAS data. In this model the energy

width c ¼ 1=s of the CP is then the inverse of the

relaxation rate of the defects. As already discussed,
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the model predicts a dynamical CP not compatible

with our NSE observations. Furthermore, it pre-

dicts a temperature-dependent coupling parameter

(d 	 1=T ), which is not observed in the TAS nor in

the TOF data.

A refinement of this model involves the dis-
tinction between ‘‘symmetry breaking’’ (or ‘‘non-

symmetry breaking’’) defects [24–27]. The basic

idea of these models is that a defect of the proper

symmetry can couple to the order parameter, i.e.,

the soft mode displacement, creating locally a

transition temperature T l
c higher (symmetry

breaking) or lower (non-symmetry breaking) than

the bulk transition temperature T o
c . A localized

soft phonon appears then around the defects. The

localized soft mode frequency goes to zero above

the bulk transition temperature giving rise to a

local ordering. The scattering by this frozen or-

dering which increases in size when lowering the

temperature gives the CP. Our empirical model II

could possibly fall within this class of models. If

the defect and its coupled local distortion hopes
back and forth between (at least) two configura-

tions (in order to restore the global symmetry of

the high temperature phase) the width of the CP is

given by the relaxation rate of the condensed

clusters. A proper averaging over the whole crystal

leads to the observed shape of the neutron spectra.

Nevertheless, the above picture of random non-

interacting defects is generally assumed to give a
dynamical CP at least far from the transition, still

in disagreement with our NSE results.

Much more complete – and also much more

complicated – is the strongly interacting defect

model [21], giving rise to both dynamical and static

CPs. However, the increased complexity of these

latter models does not allow us to apply them

easily in a direct comparison to our data.
A last question one could ask is whether or not

the CP is dynamical outside the neutron energy

window. In other words, what do the other avail-

able techniques conclude, which range lower than

the GHz?

The 35Cl NQR has been widely applied to BCPS

[12,28–33]. Although this technique has lead to

interesting features connected to the excitation
spectrum of the low temperature phase, the

transition itself has been usually interpreted as a
classical one with nothing remarkable concerning

CPs and the possible role of impurities or defects

[28]. A recent paper [32] has, however, proposed a

model including a dynamical CP, which charac-

teristic energy width lying in the GHz range, to

explain the divergence of the inverse 35Cl spin-
lattice relaxation time T�1

1 . The model in [32]

predicts a CP width falling typically in the probed

NSE experiment. Since the static CP is not probed

by measuring the spin-lattice relaxation in the

NQR technique, the inferred dynamical CP of the

model has to be related to the quasi-elastic com-

ponent found in the present study.

Early 1H-NMR studies [34] concluded to the
non-existence of a dynamical CP in the sense of the

phenomenological model above as well as to a

gapless phason in the low temperature phase, in

contradiction with our previous TAS studies [1].

Deuteron 2H-NMR has mainly focused on the low

temperature phase [35], and only one of the above

mentioned studies [32] attempted to interpret the

deuteron spin-lattice relaxation times T1Q and T1Z
behavior as related to a dynamical CP. The above

conclusions concerning the 35Cl NQR hold in this

case.

The resonance techniques have not shown any

clear behavior related to the CP when approaching

TI. One study, however, proposes that the diver-

gence of the inverse spin-lattice relaxation time at

TI is due to a dynamical part of the CP [32]. This is
in agreement with our measurements, if one admits

that the static part of the CP is not probed when

looking at the spin-lattice relaxation time. On the

other hand, no evidence of the static CP, as it

would participate to the static incommensurate

atomic position modulation whose signature is

reflected, e.g., in the shape of the 35Cl-NQR lines,

has been shown by the above studies.
5. Summary and conclusions

BCPS is a good model to try and improve our

understanding of CPs near SPTs, since it exhibits a

very intense CP and a low soft mode damping. The

NEAT TOF observation of a additional relax-
ational component in the MD spectra has spurred

a new set of experiments, on both TAS and spin-
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echo spectrometers. The low energy part of the

spectra and its temperature behavior have been

found to be, in the TOF and TAS experiments,

consistent with an oscillator-relaxor coupling as

postulated in the phenomenological model [7]. The

spin-echo measurements have shown that this na-
ive picture, however, does not describe the physics

of the compound. The latter experiment concludes

to an almost entirely static CP. While this points to

a defect induced mechanism, the difficulty to

control or even to characterize the defects or im-

purities in the samples precludes a more systematic

study of their effects in BCPS.
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